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MEC (Munda Education Centre) & SAMMSS (Co-operative of the Tribal Women of the Sunderban Forest) 
Jisur Nam Ashram - Ishwaripur, Shyamnagar, Satkhira 

 
EDITORIAL 

Starting from this issue, the newsletter we are used to send to our readers will 
change name to “JNAnews”.  
Whenever possible we will report news about what happens at 

• JNA = Jisur Nam Ashram,  
which is the small Christian Mission outstation which hosts: 

• MEC = Munda Education Center; 
• SAMMSS = Sunderban Adibashi Munda Mohila Somobay Somiti  

(Co-operative of the tribal women of the Sunderban Forest). 
The name “Jisur Nam Ashram” was given to our small mission outstation by 
Bishop Michael De Rosario, a former Bishop of our diocese of Khulna, who died 
a few months ago. 
The word “ashram” is a well known word in the Indian Subcontinent. Literally 
its meaning is a place of “unending hard work”. 
The words “Jisur Nam” are not difficult to be understood. 
So the meaning of Jisur Nam Ashram would be: “Place for unending hard work 
in Jesus’ name”. 
We have been trying hard to do our missionary work in this place during all 
these years and we’ll try to continue to do the same in the years to come. 
MEC has been since ever the shelter for the rebel and disobedient girls who 
went away from home in order to avoid a forced and premature marriage. 
SAMMSS was founded and is successfully managed since about three years by 
young women who grew up at MEC. 
 
In this issue we report news about: 1. SIGNS BOARDS, 2. ROLES DURING FR. LUIGI’S 
ABSENCE, 3. BEST WISHES TO NILIMA, DR. MARCO AND FR. LUIGI, 4. NEW PASSPORTS 
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The various activities at JNA aiming at bringing some kind of �পা�র 
(pronounced rupantor, that means “transformation”) among the tribal Munda 
people of the Sunderban Forest started, are getting inspiration and 
encouragement, and we hope will get continuity. 
At least for 5 months the undersigned will be away from JNA, as he will be in 
Italy since the first week of July to treat his bad liver and to attend a refresher 
course for xaverian missionaries. 

Fr. Luigi with some girls at JNA 

 

This will be a good occasion for the Munda girls of JNA to relay on themselves 
and to demonstrate that they are able to carry forward the “unending hard 
work in Jesus’ name”, with the help of their Guardian Angels… and under the 
protection of Bon Bibi, their goddess of the Forest! 
 

Fr. Luigi Paggi S.X. 
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1. SIGNS BOARDS 
On the walls of our four news buildings we have three signboards. The first 
one is for MEC and it is written in English and Bengali. 

Sign boards of MEC and JNA 

  

The second signboard is written completely in Bengali. This is the English 
translation of those words: 
 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
Not very far from this place the 1st of January 1600 the Portuguese Jesuit 

missionaries built the church of the Name of Jesus. That Church was 
destroyed a few years later. In remembrance of that church in this place this 

small institution called  
Ashram of the Name of Jesus 

(Ishwaripur) 
has been established. 

The “ashram” was blessed by the Bishop of Khulna  
on December 30, 2003.  

At the blessing ceremony the following persons were present: 
Rev. Fr. Lawrence Valoti-Religious Superior 

Rev. Fr. Romen Boiraghi – Vicar General 
Rev. Martin Mondol: Diocesan Procurator 

Fr. Luigi Paggi - Rector of this place 
Mr. Gregory Bannerjee 

(Hallowed be your name) 
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The third signboard was sent 
from Italy by Mr. Carlo 
Travaglini in remembrance 
of the realization of the 
extension of our place with 
the contribution of the Lions 
Clubs of District 108 IA3 
Italy, Lions Clubs of Distrct 
315 Bangladesh and funds 
from the Lions Clubs Int.l 
Foundation.  
Through the generosity of 
the “Lions”, our MEC at Jisur 
Nam Ashram has now the 
possibility to offer a very comfortable and modern accommodation to 
around 25 Munda girls we will continue to encourage to rebel and disobey 
their parents should they try to marry off they daughters at 12-13 years of 
age. 

Girls thanks to the Lions (above the detail of the sign board at the wall) 
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2. ROLES DURING FR. LUIGI’S ABSENCE 
At the moment 18 girls are 
staying at JNA. The youngest 
ones arrived last year and  
the oldest ones have been 
staying for several years. 
During Fr. Luigi’s absence 
Nilima Munda (in the picture 
aside) will assume the 
administrative and manage-
ment responsibilities, and the 
staff of SAMS (Sunderban 
Adibashi Munda Sangstha = 
Organization of the Tribal 
Mundas of the Sunder-ban) will also give a helping hand to keep MEC open 
and active and efficient. 

Fr. Luigi with a part of the staff of SAMS 
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In view of the absence of Fr. Luigi, the older girls have already taken 
responsibility of teaching the younger ones. Chompa and Suchittra will teach 
English, Chondona and Kolpona will teach Bengali and Phuldashi (the girl 
with long hair) will teach Maths. 
Let’s see if they are faithful to the responsibility they have taken. 
 

Kolpona is teaching 

 

Phuldashi 

 
Chondona, Suchittra, Chompa, Kolpona, Phuldashi 
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3. BEST WISHES TO NILIMA, DR. MARCO AND FR. LUIGI 
Recently Ms. Nilima Munda, the Directress of SAMMSS, got sick and at the 
moment she is under treatment in Dhaka. 
Bahamoni Munda, the Vice Directress of the co-operative, has replaced her 
and she has recruited four new field workers (Oporna, Chompa, Chondona 
and Suchittra) so that SAMMSS activities can be carried out properly, 
actively and efficiently. 

Bahamoni Munda and new field workers 
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We heard that recently Dr. Marco has been hospitalized (in Italy) for an 
operation on his knee which was quite painful. 
We hope this kind of trouble did not start at JNA where Dr. Marco did very 
unusual works during his stay. 

Works a pediatrician usually never does! 

 
By the way, when Dr. Marco Pedeferri came to visit us and look after our sick 
people, he had brought for us a few tools such as an Italian style saw and a 
drill machine (very recently used to fix the Lion’s sign board at the wall). 
People living around Jisur Nam Ashram have never seen this kind of tools 
which are extremely precious. 

Italian style saw and drill machine 

  
Any way: the girls staying at JNA will pray Bon Bibi, the goddess of the 
forest, so that Dr. Marco’s knee and Nilima’s troubles can get well as soon as 
possible, and Fr. Luigi’s bad liver will get great advantage from the 
treatment he is going to get in Italy! 
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4. NEW PASSPORTS 
A few weeks ago two of the girls staying at JNA become the proud owners of 
a Bangladeshi passport.  
These two girls are Oporna and Suchitra.  
As some of the Munda girls had the chance of visiting Italy as a reward for 
disobedience towards their parents also these two girls have started 
dreaming of having the same chance sooner or later. 
Let’s see if their dream will materialize! 

Oporna and Suchitra 

 
 


